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Fulfilment on a Digital Technology Platform

KOTAK BANK - Case Study

ASPIRATIONS
The rapidly evolving customer needs for tailored offerings, 
convenience and instant gratification are driving a banking 
revolution in India. Fast moving innovations are breaking barriers 
and present enormous potential to profit for a bank that quickly 
adopts and leverage digital technologies. Kotak Mahindra Bank, 
India’s second largest bank by market capitalization, wanted to 
quickly tap into these opportunities and offer full spectrum banking 
on a unified platform. It chose CRMNEXT and CUSTOMERNEXT 
for empowering users and customers digitally at an individual 
level with near instantaneous fulfillment along with a delightful 
customer experience.
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CRMNEXT enables us to deploy smart, intelligent journeys resulting in faster 
fulfillment and go to market for our new products and services and lower 
cost of sales. It has boosted our capabilities to deliver superlative customer 
experience and further strengthen customer loyalty.

Mr. Sanjay Gupta, President & Business Head – IT

Actionable Customer 360
CRMNEXT provides Kotak Bank users with an insightful 
customer 360 degree view that includes real time static, 
transactional and analytical information with seamless 
integration with core and multiple banking systems. It 
displays a rich and actionable intelligence through 180+ 
integration touch points from multiple sources.

Smarter Campaign 360
Kotak Mahindra Bank’s marketing teams were able to use 
pre configured templates to shoot mass emailers, SMSes 
etc that can be tagged to specific campaigns.Teams were 
able to enjoy seamless and quick creation of campaigns 
with workflows for automated budget approval and 
tracking. Teams across locations and departments can 
easily share calendars for increased participation. Rich 
HTML and standardized templates are available with 
response tracing to increase campaign frequency and 
conversions.

Prequalified Offer Management
CRMNEXT enabled Kotak Bank to use existing customer 
account intelligence for automated decision processes 
for instant approvals and cross sell customized offerings. 
CRMNEXT displayed personalized offers for both retail 
and corporate customers with respect to customer profile 
through algorithmic techniques like frequency scoring, 
whitespace analysis with Trinity Cross Sell Modeler. Real 
time alerts from various systems integrated to provide 
event based triggering such as large deposits, channel 
usage, etc laid the foundation for building a meaningful 
relationship.

Seamless Integrations
CRMNEXT’s propertiary pattern based integration 
through its Autonoma Integration Engine simplified 
complex integration processes with 200+ Integration 
touchpoints including Finacle corebanking, LOS, LMS, 
Video KYC, DWH, back office etc. for a fluid 2 way flow of 
information on a single screen and resulting in enormous 
cost savings.

Solutions

BUSINESSNEXT powered Kotak Bank with anchors of stability and growth driver in the pandemic induced crisis by 
empowering the bank with a smart digital platform across all its channels and lines of businesses.
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Instant Account Opening with Video eKYC
13 million new leads are generated till date by Kotak 
Bank, powered by CUSTOMERNEXT. Kotak Mahindra 
Bank delivered with dynamic instant personal and 
current account opening and onboarding journeys with 
Video eKYC. Customers could start the instant account 
journey from any channel (website, social, email, sms, 
ATM, net banking, mobile banking) and instantly get an 
account number with instant funding options. Kotak Bank 
is thus able to cost effectively scale customer acquisition, 
elevate customer experience and increase account open 
rates with eKYC.

Powerful Lead Management
CUSTOMERNEXT equipped Kotak Mahindra Bank with 
an end to end digital journey for faster processing of 
leads, captured from multiple sources including website, 
email,branch walk ins, aggregators, contact centers etc. 
Leads are auto assigned/routed with intelligent rules 
based on skills set and expertise. The processes were 
applied cross liabilities, assets, cards, TPP and other 
products. These digital processes lead to a 45% increase 
in lead conversions.

Seamless Customer Onboarding
Kotak Bank implements end to end on boarding of 
customers using fully integrated processes on a single 
system with the help of Autonoma IntegrationsTM. The 
platform ensured process compliance with FATCA and 
eKYC needs. Automated integrations with DWH, back 
office and core banking systems eliminated the need for 
multi window jumping and empowered service teams 
with quick action buttons on a single screen.

Regain Win Back Modeler
Kotak Bank is now able to create and execute smart 
follow up processes to minimize dropouts and maximize 
conversion rates. By creating compelling experiences and 
personalized offers that stand apart from competition, 
prospects are intuitively encouraged to complete their 
purchase journeys with insights gained from behavioral 
data, organically increasing sales, customer loyalty and 
brand advocacy.
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Omnichannel Application Capture
Kotak bank is now able to capture leads from website, 
mobile apps, SMS, phone calls, missed calls, Branch, 
ATMs, KIOSK, Business Correspondents (BC), Business 
Facilitator(BF), Direct Selling Agent (DSA), online lead
aggregators etc. Users can manage pipelines and track 
applications on a single view. They can effortlessly upload 
documents, check eligibility from automated predefined 
business rules and display pre-approved offers.

Faster Fulfilment with Intelligent Digital 
Lending Journeys
More than Rs. 11000 crores have been disbursed through 
new digital platform with an increase of 20% QoQ in home 
loan disbursements. Kotak Mahindra Bank creates digital 
journeys for instantaneous Loan application generation 
for Home loan, Business Loan, Loan against Property and 
Working Capital. The platform ensured touch less digital 
on boarding for Secured Credit Card, Insta PL, Fast Track 
OD, Working Capital , Current Account, PQ Business Loan, 
MSME Loans etc. Automated integrations with DWH, back 
office and core banking systems eliminated the need for 
multi window jumping and empowered service teams with 
quick action buttons on a single screen.

Automated Lending Decisions and Approvals
Kotak Bank users are able to set algorithmic business 
rules to automatically approve conforming applications.
They can manage and edit applications in real time and 
route applications automatically to relevant authority
on predefined parameters like deviations, loan limits etc. 
Intelligent analytics, calculation of customizable
financial ratios and activity tracking aid real time 
decision making. The digital lending platform delivers full
regulatory compliance for audits with improved process 
transparency and approval matrix.

Automated Underwriting
Kotak Bank users can identify fraudulent cases 
automatically and manage and edit applications in real 
time. They can automatically underwrite applications 
based on predefined parameters and integration with 
rating agencies. They can manage exceptions based on 
rules through relevant workflow routing and manually 
intervene in case of deviations, if necessary.

Digital Lending Platform
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